Lee Marine International Marine Brokerage has grown to become Thailand’s leading yacht sales and service company offering a complete range of new and pre-owned vessels.

Since its incorporation in 1997, Founder and CEO, Joshua Lee’s vision of a proficient, organised brokerage company continues to flourish. Lee Marine’s success combines passion, integrity and expertise. At the core, the highly qualified Team is focused on professionalism and client satisfaction.
Thailand is a boating paradise with the Andaman Sea to the west and the Gulf of Thailand to the east. Sublime weather, countless islands, marine national parks and access to the whole of South East Asia makes Thailand a perfect choice. Whether cruising, sailing or diving, with some of the world’s best cruising grounds and easy access to world-class marinas, there truly is no better place to buy and own a boat.

Phuket, the Pearl of the Andaman Sea is home to superb marinas offering year round boating opportunities. Served by its own international airport, Phuket offers regular connections to points throughout South East Asia and the world. Owners, families and friends can be on board their vessel in no time. Stunning destinations await exploration – Phang Nga Bay, Krabi, Phi Phi Island, Similan Islands and Surin Islands are all within easy reach of Phuket.
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CRN takes care of every pleasure vessel it creates even after it has been delivered, ensuring full support to its Owner and its crew. The Yard leads the Owner step by step into a world where industrial processes and craftsmanship harmoniously and passionately blend together, with the aim of turning his desires into reality.
The Ferretti Yachts of today are the culmination of nearly 50 years of experience and technological innovation. The Ferretti mission is one of excellence before, during and following the purchase of the world’s best flying bridge, planing motor yachts.
As part of the Ferretti Group, Custom Line was established 20 years ago to meet the demand for a range of larger tailor-made yachts. Both planing and semi-displacement models are included, capable of delivering the ultimate cruising experience.
Pershing Yachts build exclusive, high performance yachts that turn passion into emotion for their clients. More than extraordinary boats – these are moving ideas. Ideas that select the highest levels of technology and exploit their potential with brilliant, original thinking in revolutionary drive systems, designs and ambitious layouts.
With nearly 180 years of history and quality craftsmanship, Riva is the pinnacle of design and epitome of style, refinement and luxury. Twenty years ago, Riva motor yachts – classical Italian spirit and character, envied worldwide, joined Ferretti Group.
From a dream that began over three decades ago has emerged Australia’s most respected manufacturer of luxury pleasure craft. With a full range of Sport Yachts and Offshore Flybridge models, the name Riviera is synonymous with quality and practicality.

Within Riviera, passion and craftsmanship mesh skilfully with the newest technology producing boats that withstand the test of time, while offering superb sea thoughtfulness and reliability.
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Feeling inspired to build your own Superyacht?

Contact us to enjoy our extensive experience and personal relationships with the finest custom builders in the world. From conception to delivery, choose us as your working partners and ensure a satisfying and enjoyable journey.
Every shipyard has its own specialist distinction. Choosing the correct one for your purposes is essential. With nearly twenty years of experience, the professionals at Lee Marine work with many of the world’s most renowned shipyards. Tailoring your requirements and pairing them with the most suitable builder is Lee Marine’s speciality.
Through passion and experience these design companies understand the vision of the client and assist them to translate their dreams into reality. Some of the design firms that Lee Marine have collaborated with include RWD, Omega Architech, Paskowski, De Voogt, Michael Leach, Andrew Winch, Zuccon and others.
Custom Care Packages
Lee Marine realises that many of our valued clients want step on and step off use of their treasured yachts. Based on the client’s specific requirement and yacht use, we custom tailor a package for your needs. Services range from system checks, cleaning, preventative maintenance, sea trials, bunkering, provisioning and crew services.

Crew Services
A vital part of the total enjoyment of your yacht under Lee Marine’s care is qualified, happy crew. We select and train crew to high standards ensuring the very best experience while at sea and on land. Our proven, full services include visas, contracts, confidentiality, salaries and associated tax advice as required.

Financial Management
Lee Marine have a long and successful history managing yachts in Thailand with full discretion for the owners. We provide banking advice, corporate structures and accounting and cash services to meet every requirement.
RECENT YACHT SALES

CUSTOM LINE NAVETTA 33 - New Construction

RIVIERA 68 SPORT MOTOR YACHT - New Construction

DARWIN 102 - New Construction

FERRETTI YACHTS 850 - New Construction
The Lee Marine pre-owned yacht brokerage is the most active in South East Asia with the highest volume sales in the region. The Team has solid experience in power and sail, and technical and operational workings of a variety of yachts. This knowledge is integral to the company’s high standard operations yet alone a very comforting thought when you are purchasing a yacht. The Brokers communicate freely working together to suitably match clients and yachts.
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At Lee Marine – service is key. The Service Department is regarded as a core component of the company, providing clients with peace-of-mind, knowing that their lifestyle investment is protected. By forming close relationships with suppliers, manufacturers and service personnel, your new boat is in good, qualified hands for the extent of ownership. This comfort allows hassle-free yachting and a level of service well-suited to the world famous brands.
Catch a ride in Lee Marine’s golf buggy – whiz off to the Marina docks and step aboard the many yachts listed with Lee Marine International Marine Brokerage.

Reconnect with the sea lifestyle on Lee Marine’s owner-support craft. Setting – striking Phang Nga Bay – you relaxing. With the tool to explore, ATARI VI, Lee Marine’s high-tech, carbon fibre Farr 38 capable of 60 knots, gets you there in a flash. At Lee Marine – the on-water experience is living the dream.